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INAGA Shigemi 

From 1860 up until 1960 ]apanese intellectuals habitually travelled to Europe 

to且bsorbthe latest Western scholarship. Philosophers were no exception. Going 

to the West w乳san intellectual and institutional duty to legitimize one's posi-

tion in the Ivory Tower of the imperial universities. Fudo by Watsuji Tetsuro 

(1889-1960) merits consideration as the outcome of his stay in the West 

(1927-28). Chronologically， the book was inspired by Heidegger's Sein und Zeit 

(1927) and Dilthey's Gesd1仰 ulteShr.作n(1927). Wats吋imodifies Heidegger's 

thinking on Zeit!ichkeit， replacing his Sei・nzum Tode with Sein zum Leben in 

the footsteps of Dilthey.百leauthor also contrasts ]apanese and Western culture 

(monsoon and meadow)， while separating East and West by the arid desert 

area located in between. Watsuji's reflection on humans' relationship with 

nature (Fudo) was also his reply to K且rlMarx. He confronted Marx's theory on 

EntJremd，μng with Heidegger's idea of Zみμωb仰'anden印1

s叩oaおSt印oelabor段at伐ehis own iほde白且 ofSittliん1C必hkたeit，or the e佼thicsof an i吋de白alμiz臼ed

Gem附仰r仰i仰~J切切ns幻5功そ祈沖 T刊h由iりs叩pap戸阿E訂rseeks to elucid抑止口氏ntto which his trip to the 

West affected his ideas. The sightseeing on his way to Europe stimulated his 

intuitive observations. Numerous letters sent to his wife and children in ]apan 

served as the germinating core of Fudo. Instead of analyzing Watsuji's Fudo 

as a stereotypic乱1and outdated example of climatic determinism， this paper 

elucidates historical ぉ wellぉ spatialconditions by which ]apanese Philosophy 

established itself as an academic discipline in pre-war ]apan. 

Keywords: W乱tsujiTetsuro， Fudo， climate， philosophy， M且rtinHeidegger， 

Wilhelm Dilthey， Ernst Cassirer， Kuki Shuzδ， Zeit!ichkeit， Raumlichkeit 

1 This paper was first read at the international conference “]apanese Philosophy as an Academic Oiscipline: 
Research and Teaching，" held at the Chinese Universiry of Hong Kong， 10-11 Oecember 2011. This paper 
is nor intended as a philosophical srudy. Rather， the author merely aims ro shed some light on the cultural 
backgrollnd surrollnding the making of Watsuji 's Fi丘doby placing him within the hisrory of maritime trips 
in the modern period. The author wishes ro express his gratitude ro the two anonymous referees for their 
constrllctive and highly detailed philological comments， as well as ro Anton Lllis Sevilla， who edited the 
langllage and style of the draft. 
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Philosophy has always come from abroad. And ]apan was alien to it.2 From 1860 up until 

1960， ]apanese intellectuals adopted the habit of travelling to Europe to absorb the 1立test

Western scholarship. Philosophers were no exception. 1n order to make an academic 

career in ]apan， going to the West was a sine qua non. It was an intellectual as well as an 

institutional imperative， essential to legitimizing one's position in the ivory tower of the 

imperial universities. 1n this context， let us consider the case of Watsuji Tetsuro和辻哲郎

(1889-1960) and Fudo風土， one ofWats吋i'smost popular books， which is regarded as a 

classic to this day. Being the outcome of his maritime trip to the West乱ndhis stay there 

from 1927-28， the book is important both in its chronology and in its treatment of human 

climates. Chronologically， the book wぉ inspiredby the public訂 ionof Martin Heidegger's 

Sein und Zeit (1927)， as well as Wilhelm Dilthey's posthumous Gesammelte Shriften (1927). 

While modifying Heidegger's thinking on Zeitlichkeit (tempo1'ality) into an anth1'opology of 

Raumlichkeit (spatiality)， Wats吋i1'eplaces Heidegger's Sein zum Tode (Being-toward-death) 

with his id四 ofSein zum Leben (Being-towa1'd-life) in the footsteps of Dilthey. By way 

of climatic typology， the ]apanese philosopher at the same time tries to contr丘st]apanese 

culture (monsoon) with Western culture (meadow)， while separating the West from the East 

by the arid dese1't area located in between. His ideas were to be criticized as stereotypical 

and outdated by Umesao Tadao梅椋忠夫(1920-2010)who p1'oposed， instead， an ecological 

app1'oach of dynamic succession in his Bunmei no seitai shikan文明の生態史観 (19う7).

Watsuji's ref!ection on humankind's relationship (民rhaltniss)with nature， which he 

calls戸do(by definition an interface between huma叫出ld乱ndnatu1'e) was also his reply to 

Karl M紅白 Deutscheldeologie which had 1'ecently become accessible in 1926. He con仕onted

Ma1'x's theory of En~斤emdung or alienation (the German original was well-known in p1'e同

war ]apan) with Heidegger's idea of Zeug (tool) (or， fo1' Wats吋i，dogu道具)， from which 

the German philosophe1' derives the idea of Zuhandenheit (readiness-to-hand)， and he 

rehabilitated Mitsein (Being-with) so as to elaborate his own idea of the ethics of an ideal-

ized Gemeinschaft (ゐrwhich he employs the term Sittlichkeit). 1n so doing， Watsuji 1'efe1's to 

Hegel's work Grundlinien der Philosophie der Rechts (1821).3 

百lIspaper tries to elucidate the extent to which Watsuji's trip to the West by steamship 

affected his ideas.τhis will be done th1'ough a comparative and interdisciplinary， but not 

philosophical， app1'oach toward intellectual history. Sightseeing on his way to Europe stimu-

lated Wats吋i'sintuitive observations. Nume1'ous letters he sent to his wife and children back 

in ]apan served as the ge1'minating core of the publication. 1nstead of analyzing Watsuji's 

Fudo as a stereotypical and outdated example of climatic determinism (fo1' which it has been 

often criticized)， this paper explores the historical as well as geographic and climatic condi-

tions (as Watsuji himself intended in the book)， in which ]apanese philosophy est乱blished

itself as an academic discipline during the prewa1' period. 

2 This statement is made cautiously， knowing that it may callse interminable controversies. The present author 
shall not repeat those controversies here， as he has already published an essay tracking a critical olltline of the 
iSSlle， encompassing Japan， China and Korea. See Inaga 2011 

3 This paragraph sllmmarizes the general schema， which will be examined in detail below. As is already evident， 
there is a hllge discrepancy between the ]apanese translation and the English translation of the same German 
philosophical terms. We lose sight of the divergcnce between the two， and we risk annlllling the transcllltural 
migration of the signification， if we replace the ]apanese translation alltomatically with its English eq山 valent
The same applies to the llse of Chinese characters for original German terms. In this paper， 1 therefore retain 
the original German and ]apanese alongside thc English. On the gap between the German original and its 
English replacement， see Didi-Hllberman 2002， pp. 433ーうI
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1. Travel to the West in Modernizing ]apan: An Overview 

Shibusawa Ei'ichi渋揮栄一 (1840-1931)was one of the f1rst ]apanese to witness the Suez 

Canal under construction. Shibusaw立 crossedthe Isthmus in 1867 when he accompanied 

Tokugaw立Akitake徳川昭武 (18日-1910)，represent且tiveof the Tokugawa shogunate， on his 

mission to Europe on the occ丘sionof the Exposition universelle in Paris. Shibusawa observed 

that the opening of the canal would enable a direct pass乱gebetween the East and the、West，
and that it would accelerate commercial transactions， multiplying economic prof1ts.4 Five 

y四 rsearlier， Fukuzawa Yukichi福律論古 (183うー1901)had seen the port town of Baletta in 

Malta. Located between Sicily and Tunisi乱， the island of Malta had been taken over by the 

British following its victory against France in 1801. Summarizing these geopolitical facts 

and enumerating statistical data， Fukuzawa立ccountedfor its strategic importance. This 

]ap乱nesesamurai's meticulous observations detailed the且bundanceof military hardware in 

the naval base. Touching upon military secrets， he concluded that Malta must be the most 

important fortress in the Mediterranean Sea， and reported that the food supply there was 

enough to nourish four thousand soldiers for seven years.う

、WhileShibusawa was captivated by the e伍ciencyin tr且nsportationand took interest 

in commercial profitability， Fukuzawa c且sta watchful eye on the British command over 

the sea. By taking a route westward to Europe via Singapore， Ceylon， Suez and Malta， 

the ]apanese could not help observe the plain fact that the entire itinerary to Europe was 

under British control. The more one advanced to the West， the stronger one felt the glory 

of the British empire. Both Fukuz乳waand Shibusawa testif1ed to this.百leimpression left 

on travellers by the eastw且rdcourse was quite di仔erent.Crossing the Pacif1c Ocean to the 

American West coast， and disembarking in San Francisco， one confronted the American 

Western frontier， as wぉ witnessedby participants in the Kanrin maru戚臨丸 voyagein 

1860 and the Iwakura岩倉 missionin 1871.(， 

It was almost forty years later in 1900 that Natsume Soseki夏目激石 (1867-1916)

set sail for London. On his way to Europe， the future novelist crossed paths with another 

]apanese sailing the Indian Ocean in the opposite direction， without either noticing the 

other. Minakata Kumagusu南方熊楠 (1867-1941)happened to be on his way back to ]apan. 

Minakata had arrived in North America in 1886 at the age of eighteen， and had spent more 

than ten years in London. One might not be油leto explain the difference in behavior of the 

two ]apanese only by their itinerary， of course; other factors have to be considered. While 

Kumagusu was young enough to ad叩thimself to Anglo戸 Saxonsociety， Soseki was already 

too old to feel at ease in London. Yet one may be surprised to see the contrast. Kumagusu was 

proud of the friendships he w且sable to establish among Western scholars and naturalists at 

the British Library， but Soseki suffered from mental depr百 sionin his self-imposed isolation. 

Soseki's inferiority complex is often explained by his excessive sense of duty且sa 

government sponsored scholar from ]ap丘n・Yetone of his letters written on board the 

German出 pPreusen and sent to his friend Takahama Kyoshi高演虚子 (1874-19う4)

from Hong Kong clearly shows th立this lack of adaptability was there from the beginning. 

寸hepresence of the Chinese people， the Western bath and toilet are unbearable. 1 wish 1 

4 Shibusawa 196スpp.31-33
5 Fukuzawa 19う8，pp. 17-18. See also Haga 1968 
6 For a general overview of the establishment of the route to Europe， see Sonoda 2003. Also， for the 
transformation of westward journeys in ]apanese modernity， Okubo 2008 is accurate and accessible 
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could sip乱 cupof tea with rice (ochazuke) and take a bowl of soba noodles again as soon立S

possible， getting rid of this infernal confinement."7 One m旦ywonder if Soseki's uneasiness 

may have been alleviated by a stay in North America before coming to London. He arrived 

in the capital during the second Boer War， and this coincidence w乱straumatic for him. 

2. Watsuji Tetsuro or “'A Stay in the West is No Longer Necessary" 

It was sixty five years after Fukuzawa and sixty years after Shibusawa， that Watsuji set sail 

to Europe in 1927 (Figures 1 and 2). A quarter century had already passed since Kumagusu 

and Soseki had been in London. Watsllji， then aged thirty eight， took the NYK vessel 

Hakllsan maru白山丸.On their way to Marseille， the passengers on board were able to 

enjoy the same ]apanese lifestyle as they had back home. S Watsllji was thus spared the kind 

of alienation Natsllme Soseki had to suffer on board an llnfamiliar German ship. Watsuji 

also participated in scheduled sightseeing trips at almost each port of call. 

Since the end of World War 1， the safety of navigation across the 1ndian Ocean乱nd

the Mediterranean Sea had improved， and passage to Europe had become fashionable 

among wealthy， high-ranking people. Such concerns for nation-state building and alarmed 

comments on the military dominance of the British Empire (as we observed in Shibusawa's 

and Fuku日 wa'swritings) were no longer conspicuous in post war travel writings.9 Hyper-

infl抗 ionin postwar Europe， and especially in defeated Germ且ny，made it relatively easy for 

upper-middle class Japanese to make a prolonged st可 inthe West. 

However， the time of peace between the two world wars was short-lived. The Great 

KantδEarthquake関東大震災 in1923 had devastated the capital area. The stagnating 

economic depression finally resulted in the Wall Street financial Crisis of 1929. 1n the 

1930s， the world system established by the Versailles Treaties rapidly lost its stability. 1he 

second decade of the Showa昭和 er立(1926-1989)，the Japanese incursion into the Chinese 

continent in the Manchuria 1ncident of 1931 and the“China 1ncident" in 1937 heightened 

international tensions. Ultra-nationalistic discourse prevailed across the world， and spread 

hand in hand with soaring economic protectionism. 1n ]apan， apprehension about British 

maritime hegemony reasserted itself， and the sense of threat also intensified before strong 

American influence，ぉ itexpanded throughout the Pacific Ocean. 

百lisoutline of the world economic and political situations allows us to observe that 

Watsuji travelled to Europe in the 1且stmoments of interwar pe乱ce・Watsuji，whose early 

pioneering studies on Nietzsche and Kierkegaard had been well received by the academic 

world， was then associate professor旦tKyoto 1mperial University. He had already enjoyed 

considerable fame， thanks to the popular success of such bestsellers as Koji junrei古寺巡礼

(1919) and academic works represented by Nihon seishinshi ken兵yft日本精神史研究 (1926).

1t was then a duty of imperial university associate professors to stay in Europe before their 

promotion to professorship. Watsuji had to fulfill this institutional requirement. He h乱d

fai!ed to go abroad as a youngster， and was llnwilling to do so at the age of thirty seven. 

He was roo old to adapt himself to foreign soi! with the maiden-like sensibi!ity that Mori 

7 Letter 199 (presllmably 19 September 1900) in Natsume 1996， vol. 22， p. 189. Cf. Okllbo 2008， pうoand 
Takeda 2001， pp. 141-43. 

8 For the inflllence ofWorld War I on maritime navigation and the development of commercial shipping during 
the period， see Ishid凸197う

9 See Ohashi 2001， p. 122. 
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Ogai森鴎外 (1862…1922)had once proudly demonstrated. 1ndeed， Watsuji was fearful 

of his succumbing to the“neurosis" that had a侃ictedmany of his predecessors (including 

Natsume Soseki， who had by then gained a reputation乱sthe nation's novelist). Rather， 

Wats吋iwished he could remain in ]apan with his beloved wife and family， and hated the 

idea of being forced to live alone in a foreign country. From the outset， he thought it useless 

to go abroad and did not expect much to learn Philosophie from his stay in Germany.lO 

Shorrly after his arrival in Berlin， Watsuji reporred to his superior coll四 gue，Tan♀be 

Hajime回遊元 (188う-1962)，that he was“quite disappointed with the lecrures幻 theBerlin 

University" (3 ]une 1927).11 He also confessed to the editor， 1wanami Shigeo岩波茂雄

(1881-1946)， that“comprehensible lecrures are too simple and boring， while lectures 1 can-

not understand， because they are too speedy， are by definition useless to listen to."12 1hough 

he found his German speaking ability insu伍cient，he felt the academic lectures were not 

satisfactoryぉ far立she could und巴rstandthem， and he g立veup listening to them within two 

weeks.百lisis a typical reaction of adu!t intellectuals who乱rehighly cultured but remain 

too 食品lein listening. As Plato formulated it in Menon， one cannot find what one searches 

for， because if one knows what one is searching for， the se乱rchis no longer necessary. At 

the same time， one cannot find what one does not know， simply because one cannot know 

what se且rchis needed. Obviously Wats吋iwas caught in this paradox of Menon， as Michael 

Polanyi inventively paraphrased it in his discussion in 7he Tacit Dimension.13 

As for aversion to conversation， Watslリi'scase reminds us of Natsume Soseki's com-

plaint:“What 1 hate most is trying to be soci油leby making use of my English， which is 

completely lacking in eloquence."14 Takeda Atsushi竹IEl敦， who meticulously examined the 

lives and deeds of the teachers belonging to the so-called Kyoto School of Philosophy， finds 

Watsuji exception旦l立mongthem in that his writing in Europe has a genuine human touch 

(ningenmi人間味)about it.1ラHowever，as KarutヲeT:立dashi苅部|在 judiciouslyremarks， this 

so-called exception makes particularly visible the orher side of the same coin: Watsuji's lack 

of contact with“native" people.16 lndeed， Watsuji leaves practically no substantial traces of 

companionship with German scholars.τhe Germans with whom he engaged were limited 

to only two people: the landlady of the house he was renting， and his language teacher. 

Particularly revealing is his avoidance of Marrin Heidegger. Watsuji sent a letter from 

Florence to Tanabe Hajime on 26 March 1928， excusing himself for not having made good 

use of the letter of introduction to Marrin Heidegger prepared for him by Tan且be・1hiswas 

the date on which he decided to cut short his stay in Europe from the promised two years 

to one year and立 half.1n the Greek Socratic tradition， philosophieren consisted of dialogue 

And yet， Watsuji deliberately refrained from putting this into practice while he was in the 

genuine homeland of philosophy. He excused himself by stating th幻 solit乱ryreading in his 

10 German rerms have been retained here and below because they help evol日 thefact that Watsuji himself 
took notes by inserting German terminology in ]apanese syntax. On Watsuji's opinion of the possibility of 
practicing philosophy in and with the ]apanese language， see Susa 2009， pp. 154-61 

11 Takeda2001，p.141 
12 WTZ， vo!. 2う， p. 248 
13 Polanyi 196スp.22. Menon is evoked here because Watsuji himself， as a good student of the Greek classics， 

could not have been ignorant of the passage 
14 There are many studies of Soseki 's stay in London. Here， 1 use Wada et a!. 2009. (S町、iX7adaet a!. 2009， p 

262.) 
1う Forthe wording ningenmi， see Takeda 2001， p. 141 
16 fくarube2010， p. 173. 
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study w且sfar more e侃cient.百leenormous amount of 1etters and picture postcards he sent 

to his wife back in ]ap且nrevea1s the rea1 content of his stay in Europe. And it was out of 

these vo1uminous 1etters home that he constructed his Fudo. 

3. Ningengaku as a Variant of the Study ofNations 

Not unexpected1y， what Watsuji discovered during his stay in Europe was not the West but 

rather the "nationa1 characteristics" (加初mznsez圏良性)of ]apan. Indeed， he spent his time 

m且in1yconversing with fellow ]apanese， while making frequent sightseeing trips through 

most of Europe. He kept his distance from native inhabitants， amongst whom he engaged in 

a kind of non-participant observほion.It transpires that the outcome， Fudo (193う)， was且new

type of study of]旦panesenationa1 ch乱r乳cteristics，presented in the guise of ningengaku人間

Ningengaku is a neo1ogism distancing Watsuji's position from Western as well as (neo-) 

Confucian humarトcenteredethics: it means“the study of ningen，" where ningen refers to the 

human， zooid as well aωs s叩P巴氏cies丸， but its litera1 me伺an凶ingi路s“"in瓜te訂r-human凡" the relation in be-

tween， preceding the establishment of individua1ity and personality in the sense of “personaプ

Discussions of the ]叩立nesen旦tiona1character had become fashionab1e after]且pan'sso-

called victory over Russia in 190う.Take the c孟seofInoue Tetsujiro井上哲次郎(18う6-1944)，

first ho1der of the ch旦irof phi1osophy in a ]旦paneseimperia1 university after his seven 

year stay in Germany. Inoue pub1ished Kokumin dotokuron国民道語論 in1912， aimed at 

propagating the ide且lsof the Imperia1 Rescript on Education (母oiね chokugo教育勅語).

The 1ast chapter included a “Criticism of N ationality." As証student，Watsuji was famous for 

his rebellious attitude toward this founding father.17 Haga Yaichi芳賀矢一 (1867-1927)，

Professor in the Department of ] apanese Language and Liter在日ueat the Tokyo Imperia1 

University， is a1so known as the author of Kokuminsei juron 国民性卜論 (1908).One may 

detect repercussions of this trend for philosophica1 reBection on nationa1 character spread-

ing in China， too・Amongnumerous pub1ic訂 ions，one may sing1e out D主i]itao's戴季陶

(1891-1949) Nihonron fl本論 (1927).One may put side by side D主i'sobservation of the 

]apanese and Watsuji's Fudo as contempor立ryreflections that comp1emented each other. 

W且tsujiconfesses in his article“Kokuminsei no kosatsu"国託性の考察 (1928)pub1ished im-

mediately after his return from Europe， that he h乱dnot yet been conscious of the prob1em 

of “n乱tiona1menta1ity" at the moment of his departure from ]apan. It was on1y having seen 

the countries in Asia and Europe before coming back to ]apan th且the“vivid1y felt for the 

17 Katsube 1987， pp. 101-104. Also see Ejima 2009， pp. 15-29. For the position of Kokumin dotokuron in 
the history of J apanese thought and its陀 lationshipwith Watsuji， see Shimizu 1999， pp. 162-82. Karube 
2010 (Chapter 3， n. 13) poinrs out that three of Watsuji's predecessors at Tokyo 1l11perial University and 
his predecessor in Kyoto， Fujii Kenjiro ii.長井議t治虫11，all wrote on s0l11ething sil11ilar to a theory of national 
morality. In the supplel11enrary materials Tokyo Te泌okuDa伊 kugakujutsu taikaJ九 Bllngakllbudai Ilsho， 

"Rinri gakka" W東京帝国大学学術大観』文学部第11主主「倫理学科Jwritten by Watsllji and Kakeko Takez凸
会子武蔵 (reprodllcedin Karube 2010， pp. 329-43)， one can confirl11 that thc jinka/nt山 tgz印 /<0ねn21n
doto/，uron人格主義と国民道徳論， as formed by Nakajima Riki訪中烏力政(18う8-1918)，Yoshida Scichi吉

EEI静致(1872ー194う)， and Fukasaku Yasubumi j菜作安文 (1874-1962)was transformed into“philosoph ical 
anthropology" (tetsugakuteki削 ngengaku哲学的人間学)with Watsuji's arrival. In other words， it was 
not merely the nation-state's pressures that Watsuji's ningenga/，，， was shollldering， but also the academic 
tradition of nationa1l11orality. 
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五rsttime peculiarities of ]apan and the ]apanese， which were extremely interesting."18 As 

]ohann Wolfgang von Goethe put it， reflection on one's own nationality germinates in one's 

experience in foreign lands and foreign speech.19 Let us recall here that Dai's Nihonron was 

translated into ]apanese in 1934， one year earlier than Watsuji's Fudo. Both of them were 

bestsellers at that time.20 

4. Predecessors， Contemporaneity 

1n order to locate Wats吋iin the gene乱logyof ]apanese philosophers who stayed abroad in 

the West， let us briefly examine the case of one of his predecessors， 1to Kichinosuke伊藤吉

之助 (188う 1961).Disciple of 1noue Tetsuji凶井上哲次郎， 1to went to Germany in 1920 at 

the age of thirty five， and chose young Martin Heidegger as his Repetitor or privately hired 

tutor. 21 One of the key terms in Heidegger's Sein und Zeit (1926) is in-der-Welt-sein (Being占

in-the-world). According to 1mamichi Tomonobu今道友情， the idea stems from Okakura 

Kakuzo's問倉覚三 expression“bei匂 inthe world" as it was formulated in his 7he Book 01 
Tea (1906; translated into ]apanese as Cha no hon茶の木)， and Okakura himself developed 

the idea from the Daoist Zhuangzi 荘子 (369-296BC)， who talked丘bout“worldlyexis-

tence" (shosei処世).1mamichi recalls how 1to was frustrated by Heidegger's borrowing， as 

lt W乱s1to himself who had given Heidegger a copy of the German translation of Okakura's 

Das Buch vom五eby Steindorf (1908) in 1919.22 One may inquire: Why should he have 

been frustrated? 

Watsuji was born in the same yearぉ Heidegger，and upon his return from Berlin， 

he began constructing his ningengaku by putting emphasis on the relationship， i.e.“ln-

between-ness" (βeziehung or aidagara間柄)that defines and composes the human persona 

and individuality that is condemned to“Being-in-the-world." ItδKichinosllke's presence as 

a person-in-between， bridging Heidegger and Watsllji，円rtly乱CCOllntSfor Watsllji's strong 

♀伍nityas well as deliberate opposition to his “rival，" Martin Heidegger. 

18 The lecrure notes are frorn the archives of the National Diet Library (I-くokuritSllKokkai Toshokan国立国会

凶書査官).Cited in Karube 2010， p. 172. They were revised and inclllded in Fudo. 
19 H，的 nburgerAusgabe， ed. E. Trunz， vol. XII， p.う08.Note that Japanese high school students frorn the pre-war 

period until the end of the 1970s learned by heart Goe巾 'soriginal Gerrnan“Wer fremde Sprachen nicht kennt， 

weis nichts 1ノonseiner eigenen" (One who knows nothing of foreign languages knows nothing of one's own) 
20 To 2003， pp. 16-33. Furtherrnore， Lin Ylltang's (Rin God凸林語主主， 189う-1976)My COlt11tiッ，A今People

was口組slatedinto Japanese as Waga ko/wdo， waga kokumin我国土・我国民(1938)，becorning available to 
a Japanese readership three years later than Watsuji's Fudo.τhe English original version，均 Country，λ1y
People rnade qllite a splash in the international scene可(!hileits anti-J apanese stance is obviollS， J apanese 
intellecruals like Abe Tornoji阿部知二二(1903-1973)and others introduced it in an atternpt to convey a sense 
of concern. Watsuji's writing rnust be exarnined in the context of conternporary literature on nationality and 
national characteristics. It rnust also be ernphasized that Watsuji's own ningenga/w was an elaboration of， 

and a rnodification frorn， the previolls scholarship in the lineage of Chinese ethics conducted at the Irnperial 
University by Watsuji's predecessors. 

21 Tal叩 da2001， p. 20. See also Abe 1966. For an interesting reflection on Ito Kichinosuke's serninar on Hegel， 

see Irnarnichi 1983， pp. 82-87. The present author's point here is to inform the uninitiated reader of the 
relationship between It凸， Heidegger and Watsuji through a relevant anecdote on“Being-in-the-world;" and 
to show， at the same tirne， the psychological frustration-a sign of insular rnentality-that these Asians 
manifested in their relationships with Gerrnan philosophy students. Thollgh“dubious)) in its accuracy， 

Imamichi's testirnony should not be dismissed， as he was the only sllrviving eyewitness (Irnamichi passed 
away on 13 October 2012). The present aurhor has examined the aesthetic and philosophical irnplications of 
this anecdote elsewhere. (See Inaga 2007.) 

22 Irnamichi 1999 
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As Wats吋i'scontemporary， Kuki 5huzo九鬼周造 (1888-1941)cannot be overlooked 

either. 50n of Baron Kuki Ryuichi九鬼隆一 (18う0-1931)，5huzδwent to Europe as early as 

1921 and studied with Heinrich Rickert (1863-1936) in Heidelberg. Under the hyperinBa-

tion after the war， the wealthy B且ronKuki junior did not hesitate to ask Professor Rickert to 

come to his house to lecture him personally. Uns主tisnedwith his mentor， Kuki then moved 

to P且risto make the acquaintance of Henri Bergson (18う9-1941)and Leon Brunschwig 

(1869-1944)，乱ndtook part in the philosophy seminar in Pontigny as the sole Asian partici-

pant. He had the young Normalian， ]ean-Paul 5artre (1905-1980)ぉ hisrφetiteur. Moving 

且gainto Marburg， he befriended M在rtinHeidegger.23 Wats吋imet Kuki in Paris on 6 April 

192スaftermore than t巴nyears. We do not know how Watsuji felt before the Europeanized 

Kuki. 5till， it wωclear that Watsuji h♀d to nnd his own way， since it was obviously alr伺 dy

too late for him to catch up with his former eminent colleague， only one year senior to him. 

After the war， Heidegger engaged in a conversation with “a ]ap且nese，"i.e.τezuk且

Tomio手塚富雄 (1903-1983)，and referred therein to the late Baron Kuki. The German 

philosopher was of the opinion th旦tKuki had m乳desuch an exemplary elucidation of the 

notion of iki if!l" in a European language that the door to the he立rtof ]apanese language was 

all the more tightly closed.24 Here is a paradox of verbal communication. After '1ki" no kozo 

「し、き」の構造(1930)，Kuki published in ]apanese Guzensei no mondai偶然性の問題(193う)，

referring to Leibnitz's notion of mondes possiblesお Andyet Kuki's abstr立ctand somehow in-

sipid phrasing cruelly demonstrates， stylistically as well as on the level of voc乱bulary，his diι 

ficulty in practicing philosophy in the ]apanese language.26 Kuki could not help feeling ill at 

ease at the faculty meetings in Kyoto University. He is said to have asked himself from time 

to time why he had to be there， instead of in P乱ns・Hisnot being in the European world 

of philosophers， his alienation from the Western Republic of Letters， and the consequent 

impossibility of access to another “possible world" may well h在vemotivated Kuki to ponder 

the problem of contingency， reBecting his own existential destiny as an Asian_27 Watsuji was 

to become Kuki's colle弔問 atthe Faculty ofLetters in Kyoto Imperial University. 

百lecontrast between Kuki and Watsuji is notable・WhileKuki's Guzensei no mondai 

(193う)was the fruit of his stay in Europe for no less than seven years， Watsuji's Fudo， 

published in the same year， w且snothing but a quickly written book， almost instantaneously 

composed from fragmentary and intuitive reBections the author made during his shorter 

stay in Europe of only a year and a half.28 One m丘ywonder whether or not Watsuji， with 

his Fudo， successfully responded to the danger Heidegger felt vis a vis Kuki's Westernized 

23 Ohashi 2009， p. 120. 
24 Ohashi 2009， pp. 137-41. The corresponding passage is in Heidegger 198う， S. 8う

2う Onthis notion of mondes possibles or compossibles and its recent applications， see， among others， Miura 1997. 
26 Omodaka Hisayuki津潟久敬 (1904-199う)made a French translation of Kuki's book as Probleme de la 

contingence， which is far more readable than the Japanese original. Furthermore， while可Vatsujiasserts that 
“Japanese is not an inappropriate language for philosophical thinking，" he also says that“as far as thinking is 
concerned， it is still a virginallanguage." See Watsuji 1935 and Kumano 2009 

27 This observation of mine helps to explain existential reasons for Kuki choosing to talk about tI日“Cyclical
Strucrure of Time." Here， Kllki referred to the logical possibility of rerurning to Athena of the epoch of 
Socrates， thus annihilating his distance from his ideal place. See Kuki，“La notion du temps et la reprise Sllr le 
temps en Orient" which was to be Pllblished with another essay in Propos s叫ん tempι1928(}くllki1980， vol 
1). This 出向!may have inspired not only Jean-l'aul Sartre but also Albert Camus in his Le Mythe de Sis)アル
(1942). 

28 For Kuki's Guzensei 110 mOl1dai， see Kuki 1980， vol. 2. 
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pieces of philosophy. Befo1'e coming back to this delic立tequestion， howeve1'， we have to cast 

a glance乱tone othe1' student in aesthetics， Onishi Yoshinori大西克稽 (1888-19う9)，who 

took the same steamer to Europe as Watsuji. 

Onishi completed his Ph.D. on Kant after his return f1'om Germany. As Professor at 

th巴 1mperialUniversity ofTokyo， he successively published studies in ]apanese poetics and 

aesthetics， such as刀1gento aware幽玄とあはれ(1939)，}才'ugaron:"sabi" no ken兵yu風雅論:

「さびJの研究(1940)乳ndManyoshu no shizen kal戸万葉集の自然感情(1943).1n his meth-

odology， Onishi proposed a p且rallelbetween Western and ]apanese traditions. Acco1'ding to 

Onishi， the“Kunstasthetisch (Art-Aesthetic) Moment" was predominant in the West， while 

"in the East， and in particular in]叩 an"in contrast， the川口1turasthetisch(Nature-Aesthetic) 

Moment" prevailed“in relation with its weather and climate."29 

One may suppose that“weather and climate" echoes not only Watsuji's approach in 

Fρdo， but also the intellectu乱1climate of the period itself. Keeping this bぉ icdichotomy 

between the East and the West in mind， Onishi stages within it the triptych elements of 

“Beauty， Sublimity and Humor"お universalcategories. He then a1'gues that the three 

catego1'ies are articulated respectively as“Gracefulness，τragedy and Ridiculousness" in the 

West， whereas “in the East 01' in ]apan，" he m丘intains，“thethree elements are differentiated 

into aware， yugen and sabi'" respectively.30 

Generally speaking， Onishi's approach consists of associating ]apanese notions to the 

Western and universal category. Firstly， he qualifies ]apaneseィlessor Oriental-ness as乳n

乱uxiliarysupplement to Western scholarship. Secondly， he emphasizes ]apanese/Oriental 

characteristics as irreducible to thei1' Western counterparts. Oriental aesthetics in general， and 

]apanese aesthetics in p立1'ticular，are defined here as derivative， deviating from the Western 

standard.百lIrdly，his er叩ha山 on刀ポ (profundity)or Dunkelheit (darkness/obscurity) in 

the Oriental medieval tr乱ditionsuggests his search for mystical elements， which would escape 

Western scholarly elucidations.31百lIsobscurantism partakes of Heidegger's terminology of 

“verborgenheit" or "aletheia" (that is， truth as something hidden and fo1'gotten). 

While searching for Oriental original江戸 Onishidid not hesitate to subo1'dina印刷mself

to the Western ac且demict1'adition， which appeared then as universally valid. And yet one 

cannot help detecting in his writing a mixture of retreat and selιaggrandizement. While he 

refrained f1'om writing and publishing these pieces in the German language， which he was 

capable of doing， he旦tthe same time treated ]apanese poetics as 1'ep1'esentative of the whole 

Orient， beyond the confines of]apan.32 

The p1'evious gene1'ation， epitomized by Nitobe 1nazo新渡戸稲造(1862…1933)，autho1' 

of Bωhido: the Soul 0/ japan (1900)， or Okakura with his 7he Book 0/ Tea， publ凶 edthei1' 

main books in English， but the following generation of Watsuji and Onishi mainly wrote 

and published in ]a戸 nese.Avoidance of communicating directly with the West and un-

conscious arrogance towa1'd othe1' Asian nations-in thei1' substituting ]apan for the whole 

Orient-constituted a kind of “lion at home and a mouse abroad" type duplicity， which 

crept into the mentality of]apanese intellectuals born in the second decade of the Meiji era. 

29 Onishi 1939， ppう-6
30 Onishi 1943， pp. 49-51. 
31 Onishi 1939， pp. 94 and 100. 
32 The case ofTsuzumi Tsuneyoshi鼓常良(1887-1981)might also be introduced in this context， and compared 

with contemporary scholars in esthetics 
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1his change in mentality may be understood as a secondary side e仔ectof the shift in 

the means of transportation. Going abroad on board a foreign steamer was replaced now by 

the use of one's own nation's flag-bearing passenger ship.官官 vogue of research into“Oriental 

aesthetics" meant not only the rediscovery of one's own cu!ture after a pilgrimage in foreign 

lands; ]apan's own pride and prestige also played a role here. With the enhancement of 

n且tionaldignity， going abroad was losing its significance and becoming且 mereritual， devoid 

of substantial raison d' etre. 1he“expiry date，" so to sp四 k，of studying in the West seemed to 

be fast approaching by the end of 1930s.33 

ラ.From Sein und Zeit to Fudo: Zeitlichkeit in a Contemporary Context 

This brings us to the problem of the timeliness (if not Zeitlichkeit in Heidegger's sense) 

of双ゐtsuji'strip to Europe. 1f one is to believe W且tsuji'spreface to Fudo， it was in the 

E丘rlysummer of 192スwhilehe was reading Heidegger's Sein und Zeit in Berlin， that the 

problem of climate came to his mind.“1f 'Zeitlichkeit' is so fundamental for the structure 

of a subject司自istence，why was 'Raumlichkeit' (sic) not as important as the former，" w立sthe 

problem as he recalled it. And yet we must notice that the preface was not written in 1927 in 

Berlin; rather， it was d旦tedAugust 193う， eight years after his return to ]apan. A text written 

by Kuki Shuzo between the two dates， namely in March 1933， merits our attention. 1n his 

unpublished notes on“Philosophie Heideggers" (1933， included in Kuki 1982)， Kuki raises 

在 question.Heidegger considers Fursorgende-Zeit (time of concern) or WeかZeit(world-time) 

as inauthentic， although he recognizes their Offentlichkeit (publicness/openne叫 Doesthis 

not mロnthat Heidegger， despite his thesis on Mit-einendeト Sein(Being引 rith-one-another)

inadequ乳telydevelops the existential perspective inherent in the Raum (space)?3" One may 

presume that Kuki's“existential perspective of space" may have been recast by Watsuji丘S

Raumlichkeit for the preface of Fudo. 1t was as antithesis to Heidegger's Zeitlichkeit that 

Wats吋iambitiously put forward the notion of Raumlichkeit. Yet his idea of Sein und Raum 

(Being and Space) remained rhetorical and appeared only in the preface. It is di伍cu!tto 

identify any sophisticated logical or theoretical coherence between the Raumlichkeit in the 

preface a吋 thenotion ofβ~do in the following ch叩ぽrs，which had been written earlier. 

One may presume that it was during the process of his writing Fudo that Watsuji came to 

r巴cognizethe importance of Kuki's idea of an“existential perspective of space，" which Wats吋i

only later translated into fudosei or“climaticity." As we shall悶 ， this is a problematic translation 

of Raumlichkeit.百1Iscircumstantial evidence allows us to circumscribe the making of Fudo: 

withoutW山吋i'sreading of Sein und Zeit in Berlin-a mere coincidence and a work of contin-

gency in Zeitlichkeit-conjugated with his voyage to Europe by p丘ssengership-a determining 

factor of Raumlichkeit-he could not have conceived his Fudo， as we know it today. 

33 Obviously this tendency toward an introverted mentality contributed to the isolation of the monde de 
philosoph出 in]apan from the rest of the world. Although Watsuji was not direct1y involved in right wing 
ultra-nationalism， he (and his generation) was largely responsible for ]apanese intellecrual isolation. It is an 
irony th紅 、Watsujiin the post伊warperiod tried to compensate by his condemnation of Tokugawa isolation 
politics， epitomized in his Salwku: Nihon no higeki鎖国‘日本の悲劇 (1950).This obsen引 ionshould lead to a 
modified view of the late Wats吋ias a“progressive intellecrual." 

34 Kllki 1982， vol. 10， p. 174 sq. For bibliographical detail， see Karube 2009. Watsuji， Kuki's colleaglle at the 
Department of Philosophy in the Imperial University of Kyoto， would not have missed the chance to talk 
about Kllki's interpretation of Heidegger 
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Another coincidence for the factor of Zeit!ichkeit was the posthumous publication of 

Wilhelm Dilthey's Gωmmelte Schriften Bd.ア(1927)as Der Atφau der Geschωtlichen W砂

in den Geisteswissensch折。2.1he reading of d山 newlypublished volume of Leben乎hilosophie

(life philosophy) encouraged Watsllji to orient himself toward the idea of Sein zum L訪問

(Being-toward-lifと)instead of the Heideggerien Sein zum Tode (Being-toward-death). Dil-

they grasped the totality of the empirical reality composed of human activities， or Erlebnis 

(experience)， as an expression of ursprungliches Leben (fundamental experience).3ラAccording

to Frithjof Rodi， however， this thinking of the late Dilthey was not taken into accollnt by 

Heidegger while he was preparing Sein und Zeit.3G It follows that W抗 sllji's philosophical 

ambition consisted in synthesizing Heidegger and Dilthey llnder the notion of Raumlichkeit. 

Yet it must be asked how Der Aufbau der Geschichtlichen i恥ltcomes together with the 

notion of “hllman clim旦te，"as it was elaborated in Watsllji's Fudo 

A key to this question may lie in立passageWatsllji wrote in his Rinrigaku倫理学(1931)

after his retllIl1 from Europe， namely “the extreme limit of Heidegger's Dasein analysis coル

sists in his thinking th乱tonly throllgh the llnderstanding of Sein can the Other叩pear.吋7

K乳rubeTadashi expollnds the Sein in this context乱S“negotiationswith zu-handen-Welt 

(the world at hand)." 1his interpretation shows， as Karube himself notices， that Watsllji叩'

pro乳chedHeidegger from his llnderstanding of ningengaku.38 Ohashi Ryosllke大橋良介在Iso

jlldiciously points Ollt that“Watsuji thereby failed to recognize the metaphysical dimension 

in Heidegger."39 ObviollSly these two approaches maJ.王efor a viciollS circle. 1n fact， Watsuji's 

"misllnderstanding" was a necess立rytactic to draw Heidegger's (meta四 physical)Dasein into 

Watsllji's own field of inter-human ethics (ningengaku). Indeed， Ohashi does not fail to meル

tion that Dasein for Watsllji emerged only between individllal human beings， i.e. the field 

Watsuji defines as belonging to his "ningengaku."百lIslnzwischenheit (or “between-hllman-

ness，" which for Heidegger includes Dasλ1an) demanded to be treated in Raumlichikeit， 

which Watsuji renamed as fudos凡 an乳bstractionof fudo.40 

1n his initial chapter，“Fudo no gensho"風土の現象， Watsuji deliberately confronts 

Heidegger. Dasein， which W且tSlljiredefines as Sein zum Leben， is forced to ex-ist in the 

world，在sHeidegger stresses. When we feel it is cold we are ex-posed into the coldness， 

says Watsllji， par叩hrasingthe German thinker， and sllpposes this exposure as the initial 

3う Fora very sharply written surnrnary of the circurnstances of these publications and Watsuji's reading of thern， 

see Karube 2010， pp. 178-82. For details of Watsuji's reading of Dilthey， see ibid， Chapter 3， n. 3うand36 

For Watsuji's criticisrn of Heidegger， see Mine 2002. For a cornparison of Heidegger's and Watsllji's view of 
Dasein， see Liederbach 2006， Chapter 3. Dlle ro space lirnitations， 1 do not rollch here on the sirnilarities and 
differences of these references. 

36 Rodi 1986， p. 11 
37可(7TZ，vol. 9， p. 162. 
38、iXlatsuji，“Rinrigaku，"pp. 103-104. (WTZ， vol. 9， p. 162.) Cited in Karube 2010， p. 18l. Karube adds that 

"Heidegger hirnself wOllld probably see this as a rnisreading."はくarube2010， p. 179). The paraphrase should 
be regarded as Watsllji's own llnderstanding， sllpplernented with Heidegger's terminology 

39 Ohashi 2009， pp. 154ーラ7.Ohashi deploys the terrn“rnetaphysical" in order ro distinguish it frorn可(7atsllji's
interョ humanethics. Needless to say， Hito to hito to no aida人と人との間 isthe tit!e of an inflllential book by 
Kirnura Bin木村敏， who refers ro Watsllji. As written in the subtit!e and another annotation， the notion of 
d幼 or川 -Zw山 hen-heit"is closely relat日edt叩oLμllC吋ld伽l

40 Let i江ts印llf仔ficet叩oi凶ndωicat民ehere t出ha坑tbo目thKくan印llbeand Oha討shipoi則 Oll凶tt凶hesarne chi叫ia剖S叩rnwhich ocαcu山u口r陀edil悶n 1 

Watsuji's (forced) interpretation of Heidegger， and give explanations frorn their own fields: Karube frorn his 
standpoint as political scientist， and Ohashi frorn his standpoint as a scholar of Gerrnan philosophy. 
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form of aidagara or Watsuji's translation of the German Verhaltnisses.41百lOughexcessively 

philosophical乱ndalmost incomprehensible for the ordinary ]apanese readership， this 

part was a tour de jらrcefor Watsuji in his face-to四 faceconfrontation (which we could call 

his "Miteinandere Sitzung") with Heidegger.4Z We have to detect the extent to which the 

Heideggerian notion das Man (the they) was reformulated and modified into seken世間 (the

world!the public) by Watsuji. 

Hence， the notion of Mitwelt (with-world) and the modus vivendi of the Mitdasein 

(which is more crucial than Mitsein for Watsuji's ethical thought) interested this 

] apanese philosopher.百leanalysis also requires“we"ぉ thesubject-predicate， as“we" 

are destined to be born into preexisting modes of relationships. Take the example of 

language. We乳renot capable of weaving lang江主geas an individual subject戸 predic乱te，

but we are born and exposed in the preexisting with-world， namely langu且ge，旦ndwe 

begin to make an utterance in our exposure in this world and gradually form our own 

Dasein by weaving， as it were， our utterances in it. It is only a posteriori that we find 

ourselves there (s幼 finden).From this reflection on sich finden， Heidegger develops the 

idea of Befindlichkeit (attunement) in correlation with the idea of Gew01升nheit(thrown-

ness)， to which Watsuji refers. 

1n Watsuji's discussion， Mitwelt (with-world) must be di長 rentiatedfrom Umwelt. 

Usually Umwelt is the equivalent of English “environment，" and ]且kobvon Uexkull's 

(1864-1944) influence on Heidegger is already well known.43 However， such an 

o，rdinary underst乳ndingof environment as opposed to human existence is， according to 

Watsuji， the common deficiency in Western thinking from which not even Heidegger 

wぉ immune.The insufficiency of the notion of Umwelt for Watsuji consisted in the 

fact that Dasein perceives things there merely as Zeug (tool)， i.e. an enti旬以 one's

disposal. In other words， the Western perception of grasping the narural environment 

as something at the disposal of human beings remains in the notion of Umwelt.44 To 

this idea of Umwelt as accessible environment， W丘tsujiopposed the id白 ofMitwelt 

and recognized it as an import立ntcontribution by Heidegger， for it was in the Mitwelt 

that one (Dasein) could encounter others， and appear as Mitdasein.4うAndyet Wats吋i

41 Watsuji 193う(1943，1967)， p. 12 
42 Watsuji 2011， pp. 11-29. Augustin Berque regrets that Warsuji's philosophical endeavor here has not been 

recognized. Most English and German translarions of Fudo completely overlook the distinction which 
Watsuji tried to establish between戸doandfii均的.In contrast， Be叩 let即時latesFudo not as “climate" but 
as“milieu" in accordance with Watsuji 's own definition. Furthermore， Berque argues that milieuite does not 
work as a rendirion of fudosei so he coined a間 wword， medi仰 ce，instead. The pr口 entauthor's thoughts on 
the i日 ueare developed in Inaga 2008-2009， pp. 189-204. 

43 On Heidegger's reference to Jakob von Uexkull， see Karube 2010. 
44 Watsuji 193う(1943，1967)， pp. 23-24.、X'TZhoi， vol. 1， pp. 390-93. Obviously Watsuji's reading of 

Heidegger on this point is unacceptable to scholars of Heidegger today. However， it should be understood 
that Watsuji here is struggling with the Heidegger at the time of Sein und Zeit， and trying to think山 thhim
It would be preposterous to point our Watsuji 's lack of understanding in the late Heidegger's reflection on 
physis， for example， which lies beyond the perspective ofWatsuji at the period of 1927-28， which the present 
paper is treating. It is not the intention of the author to take the late Heidegger into accOunt here. 1 quote 
from the original Japanese as it is a crucial point: shizen 0 Z.目tgto shite !wngaeru to iu }初ゅ>pajinno tokusei ga 
ichりirushikuarawarete iru mono to omowareru自然をZeugとして考へるといふヨーロツパ人の特性が著しく現

はれてゐるものと恩はれる (Thecharacteristic fearure of Europeans in regarding nature as a tool is strikingly 
apparent here) (WTZ hoi， vol. 1， p. 390). Watsuji evidently here reduces Heidegger's analysis of Zuhandenheit 
into a general tendency of European thinking. 

4う Heidegger192スpp.120-21， 137. 
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W 立snot fully satisfIed with Heidegger's analysis of the Mitsein. According ro Watsuji， 

the encounter with the Other is medi旦tedin Heidegger by things perceived as Zeug; 

and therefore the Mitwelt is inevitably subordinated to the Umwelt.46 50立sto fully 

develop the analysis of the structure of Being-in-the羽 Torld，one should turn one's 

attention away from the ontological char乱cterof the Sein zum Tode in Zeitlichkeit， as 

Heidegger proposes， and rather look into the living expressions of Sein zum Leben in 

Raumlichkeit. For出ispurpo民 Watsujideduces an在bstractme倍加山nof戸dosei.

Fudosei or fudo-heit designates each fudo as乳 particulartype of ln-z似 schen-Ra仰 or

乳 5pace-in-between，where the interactions (including inter-human transactions) take 

place between what is regarded as“Nature" and “Human Culture" in their mutual 

relationships. Dasein， in the fInal analysis， cannot be the causal agent， and is nothing 

but the resulting product in these mutual relationshipsY 

6. From Fudosei to“National Ethics" 

Wats吋i'sattention roβidosei (fudo being配 combinationof natural climate and e出 lic

characteristics) is closely connected to his zeitliche Erlebnis or (un)timely experience 

which he had by accident (contingency， gβzensei偶然性)in 5hanghai on his way ro 

Europe. Watsuji was an unexpected eyewitness of the general labor strike when his ship 

Hakusan maru c在lledat 5hanghai between 21-22 February 1927. 1he vivid impression of 

this incident is reflected in his essay “5hinajin no tokusei"支那人の特性(fIrstpublished 

in Shiso思想， July 1929) which would be integ日記dinto the fIrst section of Chapter 

3，“5hina"支那.(The description here includes several expressions which are now 

considered politically incorrect.)48 When their ship appro乱ched5hanghai， Chang 

Kaishek's蒋介石♀rmywas乱dvancingnorth to the city. 1he workers in the 5hanghai 

Labor Union organized a general strike in opposition both to the militia government 

and the Guomintang 00民党.1he incident del可edthe ship's navigation schedule by one 

day. Hisrory tells us that the confrontation was to be followed shortly by Chang's Coup 

d'Etat of 12 April 192スmarkingthe beginning of the massive repression of the Com-

munist Party. 

1t was under this extreme urgency， with the imminent threat of the army's intrusion 

inro and sacking of the city， th且tWatsuji witnessed Chinese beh肝 iorwhich astonished 

him. 1he residents in foreign concessions were desperately searching for security. 1hey 

立skedtheir governments ro provide protection. 1n contrast， the Chinese populace， who 

were constantly living "a life of旦narchism，without government，" naturally “did not 

expect any protection whatsoever by the state power."“Although they had no place to 

46 I follow here the inrerpretation proposed by Karube 2010， pp. 178-82. 
47 Watsuji's confronration with Heidegger's German text leaves its vivid traces in the notes on“Kokuminsei 

no kosatsu" (WTZ hoi， vol. 2， pp. 380-92). For a more detailed analysis of this section from a geographic 
philosophical poinr of view， see Kioka 2001， Chapter 1. Fudosei de咋nateseach fudo as a particular type of 
111-zwischen-Raum or a Space-in-between， which Augustin Berque proposes to rename medial1ce (see above 
n. 42). Here the inreractions take place between what has been supposed to be Nature and Human Culrure 
in their mutual relationships (Mit目nanderej，仇'haltnisses)，constituting ecoumene in Augustin Berque's 
terminology. (See Berque 2011.) But while Augustin Berque's effort of precisely designating“fiido" in 
differenria山 nfrom "fi泣dosei"i目ssou山1吋， the presenr author does not出 nkthat the differemia巾 nin question 
is consistently maintained throughour the book， Fudo/Climat. See our argumenr， infra 

48可VTZ，vol. 8， pp. 244-う6
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escape to， they walked around nonchalandy and continued selling merchandise且susual， 

without showing any anxiety.'別

At this sight， Watsuji must h立vesummoned up memories of the experience of the 

Kanto Great Earthqu乳kein 1923， four years earlier.百leinhabitants of Tokyo maintained 

their confidence in state power even in the face of this cataclysm， and manifested their 

spirit of mutual aid， whereas what he saw in Shanghai was a totally antipodal situation， a 

totallack of governability.刊“Peoplewere busy doing their own business without paying any 

抗 tentionto the fate of their neighbors， and once the danger bec旦meimminent， they rushed 

to Right， each in pursuit of his own interest." Such was the Chinese national character (or 

more precisely lack of national consciousness) as observed by Wats吋i，who concluded:“If 

the ]apanese lose solidarity as a nation and face the Chinese individually， the ]apanese can 

hardly be capable of confronting the Chinese opponent.円 l

It is in contrast with this Chinese mentality that Watsuji developed his discussion on 

“]apanese Spirit" (Nihon seishin日本精神， 1934). Worth noting here is that he superimposes 

the contrast between the Chinese and the ]apanese upon the contrast between ]ews and 

Greeks. Shordy before the passage just cited， Watsuji made the audacious remark that 

“the Chinese乳児 more]ewish than the ]ews and the ]apanese are more Greek than Greek 

people.円 2The former are migrating groups who make commercial transactions without 

showing any confidence in the bonds of the nation. The latter represem an idea of the 

nation-state presiding ov巴rdi、引selocal communities by way of common ancestor worship. 

Behind Watsuji's rash idemification of the ]ews with the Chinese lurks his vague uneasiness 

with multinational profit四 makingactivities freely crossing over natIonal boundaries.日 1n

contrast， one can amicipate in Watsuji旨]aparト Greekequation， his preference for the nation 

state as a selιconscious巴thicalentity (ゐ;eSelbstbeu吋?tesittliche Substanz)， an id四 direct1y

quoted from Hegel， faithful to his German origin乱1phrasing， and one which Wats吋ihad 

just developed in his paper“Kokumin dotokuron"国民道徳論(1932).54

1he double image of the Chinese as ]ews is a curious amalgam resulting from Watsuji's 

experience in Shangh立iand the stereotype of the ]ews in Europe as a people lacking in a 

49、V¥1TZ，vol. 7， p. 244. Also see Watsuji 1935 (1943， 1967)， pp. 1う0-60;、V¥1TZ，vol. 8. Ironically enough， 
可Vatsujiwas not ablc to wall仁 freelyaround to see Chinese society while he was in Shanghai. (See Katsube 
1979， p. 47.)可Va臼ujireluctantly confessed that he could not closely observe Chinese society while he was in 
Shanghai for any more than two days. His extremely limited observation was still enough for him to develop 
a typology contrasting tbe two nations. 

50、V¥1TZ，vol. 23， pp. 44-4う.
う1WTZ， vol. 8， p. 2うう.Karube 2010， pp. 193-9うAlso， see Sakalヲe1986， pp. 124-26，226-32. While Sakabe's 

work has an originality that surpasses other similar works， he avoids discussing this part of Watsuji's Fudo， 

thus betraying tbe conditions ofhis time and affecting Watsuji's argumentation. 
う2WTZ， vol. 8， p. 25う
う3lt must be noted， however， that in the sccond volul11e of Ethics， Watsuji has a rather positive view of 

intcr-tribal trade. He just thinks that the zuay in which COl11merce is conducted in the colonial period is 
problematic 

う4"j<くokul11ind凸tokuronkos凸melno))図民道徳論檎想メモ and“Kokul11ind凸tokurons凸k凸(sh凸)"国民道徳

論草稿(抄)(circa 1927-1928) can be found in WTZ hoi， vol. 1. For the most direct criticism of this sort of 
argU111entation in可Vatsuji，see Sakai 1997， pp. 72-116. One might suppose that his idea concerning economic 
transaction5 al110ng tribes that was developed in the second volume of his Rinrigaku (1942， revised ed. 1946) 
in reference to Malinowski was initially germinated from this personal experience in Shanghai (WTZ， vol 
10， pp. 497-99). Sakai's work is usually evaluated poorly by]apanese researchers on、V¥1atsuji，as it articulates 
a typical North American posmre toward ]apanese 5t山 iies.However， we ought to pay attention to the 
reception given this paper in North Al11erica and in English speaking scholarly communities. 
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notion of state， wandering across frontiers for the sake of mercantile pront making. Watsuji 

was later to substantiate the analogy between ]apanese and Greek societies by a reference to 

Fustel de Coul乱nge's(1830-1889) La Ci・teantique (1901). Lafcadio H四 rn(1850-1904) had 

been amazed by the similarity between the two n且tions，as demonstr乱tedby de Coulange. 

Herm乱nnvon Keyserling (1880-1946) in his Das Reisetagebuch eines Philosophen (1919) 

followed Hearn in describing ]apan as a mirror of ancient Greece as in La Cite antique・

In his Porisu teki ningen no rimなcakuポリス的人間の倫理学 in1948， three y四 rsafter 

]apan's defeat in the Second World W;在r，Watsuji quotes de Coulange from a ]apanese trans占

lation by Tanabe Teinosuke間違貞之助(1944)アGreekpolises in antiquity were united 

under their common worship of the Goddess Athena. This image of a mother-goddess 

overlapped in Wats吋i'sview with that of ancient ]apan. For Watsuji， a unined kingdom had 

been established in ancient ]apan by integrating local ancestral worship under belief in the 

Sun Goddess Am乱terasu(Amaterasu Omikami天照大神).Watsuji in the postwar period 

made his position clear in a controversy in 1947-48.56 He叩pearedas a defender of the 

emperor system and actively involved himself with its redennition as the “symbol" (shocho 

象徴)of the nation state under the new constitution promulgated in 1949. 

スWat叩 jiand the Next Generation 

In order to clarify Watsuji's political position， it will be profitable to take up two other 

]apanese philosophers， younger than Watsuji: Miki Kiyoshi三木清 (1897-194う)and Yura 

Tetsuji由良哲次(1897-1979).One of the most prominent figures of the so-called Kyoto 

School under Nishida Kitarδ's charismatic influence， Miki Kiyoshi went to Germany in 

1923. Discouraged by the lectures of Rickert in Hiedelberg (as Miki had read Rickert in 

]apan before his departllre)， he moved to Marburg to study with Martin Heidegger to 

whom Rickert recommended him， calling his former German student "a very talented 

fellow." There he also b巴friendedKarl Lowith (1897-1973). Returning to ]apan in 192九

Miki Pllblished Pasukaru ni oke問 ningenno ken再yuパスカルにおける人間の研究 (1928)，and 

began his extensive activities as a highly reputed journalist， while intensifying his Marxist 

tendencies. Wats吋imoved to Kyoto arollnd that time， as if to avoid且nyunnecessary 

concurrence with this younger and brilliandy talented philosophical writer.57 

Close friend of Miki， Yura Tetsuji had to wait until 1928 for family reasons before 

going abroad. Yura took the trans-Siberian railway to stlldy in Hamburg with Ernst Cassirer 

(1874-194う)， and returned home in 1931. During his stay in Germany he translated into 

German Nishida's Eichi teki sekai叡智的世界， but Nishi出 didnot permit its pllblication 

for fear of criticism.ラ81he dissertation Yura completed in Germany was supposedly entided 

G間的wissenschajtund das Gesetz der Wille (Seishin kagaku to ishi no hosoku精神科学と意志

の法則;we restore here the German original tide from the ]apanese one Yura gave). In the 

sllpplementary thesis， he comp旦redal々ya-vijnanaconsciousness in Mahayana Bllddhism 

ララ 、IVTZ，vol. 7， p. 172. 

56 For this controversy， see Karube 2010， pp. 254ーう8.

ラ71 omit here reference to the criticisms ofWatsuji's Fudo by Miki Kiyoshi and Tosaka Jun戸坂将 sincethey 
have often been the subject of discussion 

う8Yomota 2007 (2009)， p. 133. Furthermore， in 1938， Eichiteki sekai was translated iI1to German by Robert 
Schinzinger and others. Zettai mujun teki jiko doitsu絶対矛腐的自己雨明 wasrendered through the German 
translation ofNicholas of Cusa as “die Einheit der GengensatzeプSeeSchinzinger 1971， p. 236. 
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with the Kantian framework of BewuJ伽 n(consciousness). This subject reminds us of 

Watsuji's own Ph.D.， just published in 1927. 

As is well known， the Ph.D. dissertation Wats吋ipresented at the 1mperial University 

ofTokyo w乱sentided Genshi Bu付yono jissen tetsugaku原始仏教の実践哲学(1927).1t 

attempted to understand the notion of the dh且rmanature in the Chuねn中観 (Madhyamika)

and Yuishiki唯識 (Consciousness-only)schools of Buddhism in conjunction with the 

Husserlian phenomenological notion ofねtegorialeAnschauung (honshitsu chokkan本質

直観)or Reduktion (kangen還元).However， his dissertation was harshly criticized by the 

distinguished Buddhologist， Kimura Taiken木村泰賢 (1881-1930)，as叩 insincereand 

superficially fashionable shortcut. Another scholar Sakakibara Saburδ 榊原三郎 ofthe 

1mpe1'ial Unive1'sity of Kyoto went so far as to refuse Watsuji the Ph.D. degree. 1t was on his 

way to Europe that Watsuji prepared his response to Professor Kimura's refutation in the 

South China Sea; he sent it from Hong Kong.59 

This controversy shows that attempts at synthesizing Buddhism and Western phi-

losophy in terms of Erkentnisstheorie (theory of pe1'ception) were the order of the day. And 

Yura apparently followed a similar path to Wats吋i'safter乳ninterval of two years. Tsuchida 

Kyoson土田杏村 (1891-1934)，a prolific literary critic， had also tried to elucid在teHua-yuan 

(Kegon華厳)thought through phenomenology. He may be regarded as their p1'edecessor. 

Yura Tetsuji merits our attention because of his political positioning. Among the jury 

members ofYura's Doktorarbeit (i.e. Ph.D. dissertation) was Erwin Panofsky (1892-1968).60 

Both Cassirer丘ndPanofsky had to flee to the United States because of their ]ewish 

background. After his return from Germany， Yura published his Rekishi tetsugaku kenkyu 

歴史哲学研究 (1937)based on the ]apanese translation of his own Ph.D.， and dedicated it 

to his friend Miki Kiyoshi. However， Yura gradually made cle丘rhis pro-Nazi stance. It is 

well known that Yokomitsu Riichi横光利一 (1898-1947)，who went to Europe in 1936， 

chose Yura Tetsuji as his model fo1' Yashiro， the ultranationalist protagonist in his final and 

unfinished long novel， Ryoshu旅恐 (1948).In his book Minzoku kokkaωsekaikan民族国家

と世界観 (1943)published in ]apanese during the Second World W叫 YuraTets吋iwarned 

of the sc昌rcityof reflections on 陥lkand Geschichte in the writings of ]ewish philosophe1's. 

This of course reflects a general tendency in this period of National Socialism. And yet 

the similarity between Yura's stance and Watsuji's view of the ]ewish people cannot be 

overlooked.61 

How should we di仔erentiateW孟tsuji'sappro乱chfrom that of Yura? The crucial figure 

in this question is Yamada Yoshio 111r13孝雄 (1875-19う8)，linguist且ndthe last representative 

of the tradition of “national studies" (kokugaku国学).Yura， on the one hand， came prog1'es-

sively closer to Yamada in his studi巴sof the ancient ]apanese language and mythology， 

P立rtakingin the fanatic tendency of “imperial philosophy." ln contrast， Watsuji began to 

manifest his fundamental dis乱greementwith Yam且da.1n his Son'no shiso to sono dento 

う9Karube 2010， pp. 166-70. Also see Chapter 3，即日 lう ForWatsuji's refuration， see “Kimura Taiken shi no 
hihy凸nikotau" (WTZ， volう， pp.う69-80)

60 The horbed for the thought of Cassirer and Panofsky， who supervised Yura Tetsuji's doctoral dissertation， was 
Ab杭i可Wa訂rb加ラ孔川ur弓g，founder of a p口川va蹴E悶e1出1出br悶arげyb加u山11山ltin Hamburg. Lu吋ldwi宅gBinswan略1喝ge町rtαre悶at日edAbiW匂a訂rb加ur宅gfor his S 

me叩n叫 d必iso叩or吋de町r.B臥1l山I
ofH長悩eid必eg銘ge町r仁， 

61 lndeed， Watsuji， in the third volume of his Rinrigaku (1949)， takes pains to refute the idea that the Jewish 
people were the first to obtain historical awareness 
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思想、とその伝統， also published in 1943， Watsuji makes his position clear. While Yamada 

saw in Hir抗 乱 Atsutane平田篤胤 (1776-1843)the genuine successor of Moto'ori Norinaga 

本居宣長 (1730-1801)，Watsuji objected to this genealogド62

The controversy dea!t with two opposing views of ]apanese mythical cosmology. 

Hirata preached the“Way of Ghosts" (yumei no michi幽冥の道)or the quest of the souls 

a丘erdeath， by designating Ame-no-min乳ka-nushi-no-mikoto天御中主神 asthe presiding 

divinity. However， Norinaga， according to Watsuji， preached a diametrically opposite view 

of “the Way of Kami"立S“theway of d旦ylight"(mahiru no michi真昼の道)，“brightlylit 

and healthy" (meiroねttatsu明朗間違).One may presume that Watsuji 吋ectedY:在mada's

idea of obscurity by opposing to it an Apollonian im旦geof昌 SunGoddess divinity， thereby 

escaping from the prevailing Dionysian tendency of Shinto fanaticism.63 

1hough Watsuji is not explicit on the following point， there is more to this opposition. 

Muraoka Tsunetsugu村岡典嗣(1884-1946)demonstrated as early as 1920 that Hirata 

had studied C吋 101icismthrough the writings of Matteo Ricci手Ij璃費 (1うう2-1610)so 

as to consolid瓜 ehis monotheistic cosmogony of Shintoism.64 By m且kingtactical use of 

Christian theology as ideological weaponry， Hirata establishes an extremely selιrighteous 

and egocentric notion of Shinto divinity. Here is a curious paradox: Hirata， while showing 

much receptivity and a tendency to syncretism in his theoretical apparatus， presents his 

end product as a selιfulfilling且ndauto-genetic system that excludes旦nypossible foreign 

imports. In contrast， W在tsuji'sbasic idea of ]apanese culture consolidated around this period 

was quite the opposite・Watsujisaw]apanese cu!ture in its functionality of maintaining， in 

terms of spatial coexistence， historically suatified diverse elements that had been assimil丘ted

through foreign importation from one period to the next. ] udging from such a historical 

conception ofJapanese culture且sa stratified accumulation of foreign elements， it was logical 

th旦tWatsuji saw distortions in Hirata's mono-linear， isolationist， and self-assertive vision of 

Shinto cosmology. 

Ironically，日irata'svision of Shinto proves excessively monotheistic. In contrast， 

、Watsuji'sown view of Shinto w立seclectic or syncretistic， if not pantheistic. Paradoxically， 

Yamada Yoshio's fanatic “imperial philosophy，" based on his interpret乱tionof Hirata， 

partakes of ]udeo-Christianity， despite， or precisely because of， Yamada's opposition to 

]udeo-Christianity. At the same time， Watsuji's understanding of Shinto as national worship 

was modeled after丘nidealized Greek antiquity. The Chinese general strike that Watsuji 

had witnessed in Shanghai undenねらlyworked as a catalyst here. It cast a lingering shadow 

of negative obsession upon his positive perception of Shinto・Indeed，it w且sas if to oppose 

]apan to Chin且 thatWatsuji defined Shinto as乳 manifestationof the“Wirklichkeit" (reality) 

of the ]apanese. Hence the claim of a "Selbstbeu吋免esittliche Substanz，" or a selιconsClous 

ethical substance， a key term given in the German original in Watsuji's notes on ethics， 

particular to the戸doseiof the ]叩a問 searcl中elago.6う

62 Karube 2010， pp. 227-31. 

63双fTZ，vol. 18， pp. 228-31， 289-90. 
64 WTZ， vol. 13， pp. 33-39. Here 1 refer to Karube 2010， pp. 228-31. It has been known since Muraoka 

TSllnetsugu's stlldy that Atsutane made use of the work of Matteo Ricci for his notion of Shinto gods. 
Furthermore， Watsllji developed his discussion of both spirirual bond (jintai i間帯)which五orl11sthe state， and 
the problem of national character， in confromation with Marxism 

6う Karube2010， pp. 203， 234 
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8. Yearning 01" Nostalgia: Watsuji and His Antiquity 

How， then， did this overlapping of idealized Greece upon ancient ]apan take form? And how 

might this imaginary Greco-]apanese likening be related with W山吋i'stravel to the West? 

Interestingly enough， Watsuji did not go sightseeing in Greece. It seems as if he avoided 

field observ抗 ionso as to keep intact his idyllic image of ancient and classic且1Greece・In

Fudo， Watsuji relies entirely upon the tr旦velreporrs of his friend， Abe Yoshishige安部能

成 (1883-1961)ωwellas bookish statistics on climate in order to consider the戸doof the 

ancient Aegean Sea. Watsuji selects his topics m且inlyfrom the deeds of antiquity， and shows 

practically no interest in medieval or modern Greece・Watsujialso grasped the contr且st

between Mediterranean Greek clarity and West European“shadow乱ndmelancholy" as local 
山 1 ・ r:.._~__ 66 co庇lDlements1llιuroDe. 

It is well known that Watsuji based the Fudo chapter “Makiba" (or “Bokujδ")牧場

“meadow" in English-on且 letterto his wife， Teruko ft~王 The description starrs from 

his impression of the spring in Sicily， which he saw from the ste在merafter passing through 

the Aegean Sea. In other words， Watsuji's remarks on Greece were not b在sedon Greece乱E

乳11.As for the difference between the small polises in乳ncientGreece and the vast Roman 

Empire， Watsuji relied once a伊inupon the hypothesis presented by Kamei T akayoshi亀井

高孝(1886-1977)，as it was delivered to Watsuji "after Kamei's trip to Greece." According 

to Kamei， the limit of water supply in ancient Greece was overcome by the Roman construc-

tion of the "Aqua Appia" (丘queductsof the Appian Way)， demonstr乱tingthe triumph of 

human technology over N乱ture.And yet Watsuji adds， "'Civitas Romana' practically h且d

nothing to do with the city戸 statein the Italian Renaissance."67 

Watsuji's reflection on“Makiba，" summarized here， was to be integrated into the 

third part of the third chapter of Fudo， where Watsuji performed且doubleoper抗 ion.While 

paying special attention to the“Light of Re丘sonin the meadow climate，" Wats吋icontrasts 

it with “Emotional Refinement in the Monsoon Climate."68 Though the two types formed 

a conrrast， it should not be overlooked that Watsuji conceived the two as supplementing 

each other. We have already observed a similar pattern of typology operating in Onishi 

Katsunori's binary aesthetic scheme contrasting the West and the East. 

However， the juxtaposition of the East by the West did not interest our philosopher. 

Watsuji inst四 dtalks here about the ideal combination of the two as a symhesis. In another 

article“Kokumin dotoku ron" (composed in 1931 and published in 1932) written almost 

in parallel with Fudo， he manifested his hope of realizing in ]apan the Hegelian idea of 

die selbstbewlゲ?tesittliche 5 ubstanz (selιconscious ethical sゆ stance)，as we have already 

menrioned.69 Surprisingly enough， the realization ofhis hope meant for him "a great restora-

tion al1d development of the Greek n且tionalmorality" 011 ]ap丘nesesoiJ.7O The following 

question naturally comes to mind: how was it possible for Watsuji to consider ]apan to be 

the legitimate successor of Greek antiquity? 

66 WTZ， voL 8， pp. 118-19 
67、V7atslIji193う(1943，1967)， p. 143、V7TZ，voL 8， p. 112. 

68、V7TZ，voL 8， pp. 118-19 
69、V7TZ，voL 23， p. 101. 

70 WTZ， voL 23， pp. 166-67“Kokllmin dotokll ton" can be fOllnd in J;印 刷 仰zikoza j，yõiku ねがね岩波~fitg[
教育科学， vol土Part1 is partly repeated in Fado， Chapter 3， Section 2“T aifu teki seikakll“台風的性格 m
]apan. See WTZ， voL 23. 
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1n his Horyuji e no seishinshi法隆寺への精神史 (1994)，1noue Shδichi井上章…， the 

eminent scholar of the history of architecture， qllestions Watsuji's perceptions in Koji junrei 

on Yamato.7I Looking at the columns of the Horyuji temple， Watsuji perceived throllgh 

its entasis the vision of pag且ntemples of ancient Greece. The philosopher also fOllnd in 

the mysteriolls smile of the Kudara Kan'non百済観音 (Avalokitefvara)a similarity with 

the “archaic smile" (kosetsu no emi古拙の笑み)of the Greek kuroi. According to Professor 

1nolle， these discourses were already outdated from the standard of contemporary art 

historical research， and such立 theoryof migration of Hellenism to Japan had already been 

rejected as baseless in academic discussions. 1nolle sees here a contradiction. While Watsuji 

has been regarded as a fashion油lewriter， in reality， he was old-らぬioned.At the same time， 

1noue observes a discontinuity in Watsuji. While in his Kりijunrei our philosopher had 

emphasized continllity between Greece and Japan， the same Wats吋iin Fudo stressed the 

contrast between Greek“meadow"旦ndJ叩anese“monsoon."According to 1nolle， the shift 

or lack of integrity in Watsuji corresponds to more general shifts in scholarship.72 

1nteresting as they are， 1noue's interpretations contain in themselves another contradic-

tion. While he refutes， on the one hand， the current stereotype of Watsllji as a writer going 

with the current， on the other hand， he explains Watsuji's writing as a reflection of the con-

temporary Zeitgeist (spirit of the times). Was Watsllji keeping up with the times or was he 

not? Was he unzeitgemas or zeitgemas?73 1n addition， 1 wonder if 1noue's interpretation that 

Watsuji in Fudo denied parallels between Greece and Japan is not misleading， reflecting the 

fixed id四 orprejudice of 1nolle himself. 1nstead， it may be safely stated from the outset that 

Watsllji's utterances in Kりijunrei can h且rdlymeet the academic expectation of scientific 

rigor or originality， and that his writings cannot be properly located in the isometrics of the 

scholarly frondine in academic standards. 1he poplllar philosophy writer did not necess立rily

represent the latest scholarship of the day. 

Behind Watsuji's“baseless" judgments， it is easy to detect his personal experiences 

and fortuitous encollnters in Raumlichkeit， which the chronological contingencies乱llowed

him in his lifetime. Wats吋i'semotional立ttachmentto the temple in 1karuga斑鳩 maybe 

立ccountedfor by his familiarity with another temple styled 1karugaji斑鳩寺， loc宜主edin the 

west of Himeji姫路， not far from where the Watsuji family originated. And one may also 

recall Watsllji evoking， in his autobiography， his memory of playing at the Taishidδ 太子

堂 hall，named after Prince Shotokll聖徳太子ー(う74-622)，in the precinct of the K北urinji

鶴林寺 inKakogawa加古川， where he spent his childhood. 1n Watsuji's case， the yearning 

for (Greek) antiqllity fuses with his nostalgic return to his childhood， as if it were a work 
c ，"，，，，，， _.，，~~~"''' ~":，， 74 or anamneS1S 

71“Geistesgeschichte" ot "seishinshi"精神史 hasa special connotation fOt the contemporary ]apanese 
intellectual， that is hardly redllcible ro the English“intellectllal history."“日isroryof the spirit" sounds 
st四 nge，so we keep the original German term 

72 Inoue 1994，pp. 186-8~221-22. 
73 This is of course an ironic allusion to Unzeitgemasse Betrachtungen by Friedrich Nietzsche. Either Watsuji was a 

“timely" observer or not， and the hypothesis developed by Inoue inevitably falls into a paradox on this point. 
74 Watsuji 1961， pp. 60， 211 
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9. Ajanta and Ikaruga 

With this in mind， let us now return to the beginning of K祈junrei.Was Wats吋ireally 

lacking in coherence? The book begins with the description of the d乱ywhen young students 

gathered at the Sankei 'en三渓闘 villain Yokoham且toappreciate copies of the mural paint戸

ings of Ajanta.百lecopies had just been brought to ]apan from 1ndia in 1918 by Arai Kanpo 

荒井寛方 (1878-194う)and other members of the ]apanese expedition. Arai had been invited 

to 1ndia by R且bindranathTagore (1861…1941)， the 1ndian poet and Asia's first Nobel Laure-

ate， on his visit to ]apan 1916. Tagore had come at the invitation of Hara Tomitaro原富太

郎 (1868-1939)，the silk tycoon， who h乳dopened his villa昌ndgarden to the public. It was 

there that Tagore stayed. Watsuji's wi九 Teru(ko)was a close friend of Haruko春子， Hara's 

eldest daughter.百lispersonal tie allowed Wats吋ito frequent the villa so as to appreciate the 

distinguished pieces of art in H鉱山 collection.

1n May 1918， Watsuji spent a day in the villa together with Mr.工(T:品nakaIchimatsu 

田中一松， 189う 1983)and Mr. F. (Fukui Rikichiro福井利吉郎， 1886-1972) closely looking 

at the Ajanta copies. That very evening， W♀tsuji took the train to Kyoto with them.耳目

next morning， on 6 May 1918， W証tsujiproce巴dedto N旦rawith Mr. and Mrs. Z. (identi-

fied as Zen' ichirδ， 1892-1937， Hara Tomitarδ's son and his wife)， and visited the Golden 

Pavilion of the Horyiiji temple， among other sites. One of his main purposes was to maむ a

comparison between the Aj乱ntamural and fresco mural paintings with those fresco murals 

of the Horyiiji temple.7う

Watsuji、descriptionon this occasion reveals his preconceptions.“1n terms of we且ther，

climate and hum品nmentality， the huge 1ndi乳nsubcontinent is totally different from the 

Greek peninsula in the Mediterranean Sea， but ]apan is much closer to Greece."“Hence 

the voluptuous 1ndian painting is transformed into a transp旦rentbeauty when it is filtered 

through the ]apanese climate，" which he qualifies as“soft and serene with moisture (shimト

yaka)."“And we find here (in ]apan)乳児motebrother of the Greek's aesthetic consciousness." 

百1Isobservation， serving as a sort of basso continuo， was to be confirmed in Fudo seventeen 

years later. 76 

Contrary to what 1noue claims， one should therefore recognize here a tenacious conti-

nuity in Watsuji's opinion concerning the similarity between ]apan and Greece. One should 

also add that the adjectival phrase“soft and serene with moisture" would remain Watsuji's 

favo1'Ite qualification of the ]apanese n旦tionalcharacter in his paper "Kokumin dotoku 

ron." It is in this paper that Watsuji likens ]apanese national character to th抗 ofthe ancient 

Greeks in terms of democratic community.77 

7う可Vatsuji1979， pp. 5， 1う， 235-47
76 Watsuji 1919， p. 317. See also Inoue 1994， p. 221. In referring to this passage， Inoue claims that Watsuji's view of 

f仰 jzmrei，where Greece was seen出 similarto ]apan， is incompatible with ideas Watsuji latet developed in his 
Fudo， whete Greece is conr日stedwith ]apan. In so doing， Inoue exaggerates disconrinuity in可Vatsuji'sthought. 

77 Cf. see also可VTZ，vol. 21， p. 324. 
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10. Intuition in the Observation ofDetails 

Finally， it is necessa1'y to examine the peculia1'ity in Watsuji's methodological approach in 

Fudo， both in terms of its Raumlichikeit and Zeitlichkeit. Wats吋i'spilg1'image to Yamato in 

1918 (Koji junrei， 1919) was to be complemented ten yea1's 1幻自 byhis ltaria kりijunreiイタ

リア古寺巡礼 duringhis stay in Europe (1928; published as a book in ゅう0).Wats吋ivisited 

Italy fo1' th1'ee months sho1'tly befo1'e rerurning to ]apan. On 26 Ma1'ch 1928， he sent to his 

wife seve1'丘1picture postca1'ds he had purchased訂 theU伍ziin Flo1'ence (Figure 3)，78 The im-

age he mentioned there was from La Primavera by Sandro Botticelli (Figure 4). Curiously， the 

postca1'd did not show the enti1'e painting but gave only enla1'ged details of the flowe1's in the 

m白 dowat the footsteps of the pagan goddesses. Why was Watsuji interested in these details， 

which a ca1'eless spectator would have easily overお01ωd?Afte1' obse1'ving that the d1'awings 

of the flowers showed similar tastes as the deco1'ative paintings by the Rinpa琳派 schoolin 

]apan (the comparison itself had been proposed by Yashiro)， Watsuji added in the message to 

his wife:“1 think that the picture ca1'ds must have been made as Yashi1'o proposed."79 

Figure 3. Watsuji's portrait， taken in front Figure 4. Sandro Boticelli， Primavella， detail 
of the Ufizzi Gallery， Florence， 1928. from a picture postcard 

Yashiro Yukio矢代幸雄 (1890-197う)was a young graduate srudent of the English 

Department of the Impe1'ial University of Tokyo， and he served as interprete1' when 

Rabindranath Tago1'e came to J叩anfor the first time in 1916. Staying in Europe from 1921 

to 192ラ， Yashiro h且dbecome an eminent昌rthistorian due to the successful publication of 

78 The letters Watsuji sent to his wife from Europe are included 山、XTTZ，vol. 2う， pp.168ーう01.
79 Watsuji 197スp.210. His comparisons between Boticelli and Rinpa fM;派 arealso drawn from Yashiro Yukio. 

This passage reappears in revised form in可Vatsuji19う0(1991)， pp. 212-19. The fact is that the“well-manl1ered 
umbrella-shaped pil1e trees" appear at the el1d of the discussiol1 011 Florel1ce (Watsuji 1977) 
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his Sandro Botticelli in three volumes from the prestigious Medici Society. Yぉhiromade 

his reputation by his extensive use of enlarged photographic detail in connoisseurship: his 

method allowed him to propose new attributions by identifying a hitherto overlooked Bot-

ticelli a!tarpiece. Similar pieces of photography with enlarged detail (such as those inserted 

in Yashiro's monumental book on Botticelli) seem to have been already on s且le且splcture 

postcards by the time Watsuji visited Florence in 1928.80 

Yashiro's method was the outcome of且 recentpar立digmshift in scholarship. Giovanni 

Morelli (1816-1891) had proposed a new methodology by insisting that a typically personal 

touch of the master can be detected in their unconscious rendering of details. 1n the quite 

separate field of criminology， techniques of identifying criminals by examining the form of 

their earlobωin photos had also developed. According to Carlo Ginsburg， such microscopic 

attention to detail was a common trait even in psychoanalysis， which claimed to detect 

memal disorders through tiny symptoms.81 To suggest this new tendency in scholarship， it 

will be adequate to mention Abi Warburg (1866-1929). Ernst Cassirer and Erwin Panofsky 

benefited enormously from the Kulturwissenschaft!ich Bibliothek (the Library of Cultural 

Science) that Warburg had privately founded in Hamburg. 1he former-who taught Yura 

Kimiyoshi and later examined his Ph.D.-published the monumental Philosophie der 

symbolischen Formen (1923-29)， 1丘町 translatedinto E咋 lishas Philosophy of Symboβc Forms 

(19う3-57);the latter would go on to establish iconology beyond the limits of iconography. 

As a leading scholar in Italian Renaissance art in search of cultural symptoms hidden in 

insignificant-looking details， Abi Warburg was competing with Bern乱rdBerenson， Yashiro's 

mentor in Florence. Their scholarly concurrence partly hints at the contemporary intel-

lectual milieu in Europe and accounts for the background ofYashiro's research method. 

Warburg's favorite dictum was Der liebe Gott bleibt im Detailor “Dear God resides 

in the detailプHispersonal conviction resided in the intuition of deducing the whole from 

seemingly meaningless details. Watsuji did not seem to be directly aware of such a meth-

odological turn in Kulturwissenschaften (the equivalent of this term is lacking in English 

sp四 kiれgcountries). And Warburg's“Dionysian" inclination must be locat巴din opposition 

to Watsuji's yearning for "Apollonian" clarity.82 It is nonetheless true that both of them 

made full use of picture postcards to establish their “Mnemosyne diagram." 

To say the least， Watsuji's own method subscribed to Yashiro's approach， in that both 

of them tried to develop audacious hypotheses from tiny， inconspicuous but relevant details. 

1de Takashi出|窪(1891-1980)，a specialist on Aristotle， and a close friend of Watsuji who 

often spent time with him during their stay in Berlin， recalls“with certain envy" Watsuji's 

80 Inaga 2013. 
81 Carlo Ginzburg advocated the idea of seeing signs and symproms in minu口aewithin the framework of 

causation. But W訂 burg'ssrudy of symp印 mswas guided by the mechanism of over-determination of 
inrerdependence， which lay beyond the limit of narrow causation. Hence it is necessary ro differentiate 
between the two， as did Georges Didi-Huberman in his criticism of Ginzburg. On this debate， see Tanaka 
2010， pp. 166-70. Here， with a keen eye， Tanal位 developshis argument through a comparison of Yashiro's 
and可Varburg'sunderstandings of Botticelli. 

82 WTZ， vol. 1， pp. 202-203;、WTZ，vol. 17， p. 277. The dichoromy of“Dionysian" and“'Apollonian" stemming 
from F. Nietzsche， in Die Geburt der 7子'agadie(1872)， was very popular in ]apan from 1910s， and可Vatsuji
himself， rogether with Abe Jir凸， was largely responsible for its diffusion. On Nietzsche reception in ]apan， see 
Sugita 2010. Watsuji's Studiιin Nietzsche (1913) is analyzed in Sugita 2010， pp. 209-248. As for Natsume 
S凸seki'sintensive reading of Zarathustra through an English translation (circa 190う-06)，see Hirakawa 2012 
Watsuji was one young srudent who was later ro frequenr Soseki's residence. 
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“str乱ightforwardnessin logical thinking." Watsuji const旦ntlydemonstrated his swift ability 

to“draw a univer羽 llyvalid condusion from a single fact， or rather his indin以 ionto try and 

prove a p立rticularcondusion from such a common and ordin立ryfact" (like the lack of wild 

weeds in European meadows， as we see now).83 

τhe choice of the meadow in Primavera is by no means unimentional. In fact， Wa叫 i

in Fudo points out that in European meadows one practically c在nnotfind旦nyweeds， 

whereas eliminating weeds occupies “almost eighty percent" of all the manual labor in 

agriculture in E立stAsia. ¥X匂tsujinotes that he obtained this suggestion from the afore-

mentioned Professor Otsuki of the Faculty of Agriculture of Kyoto Imperial University.84 

And this observation also seems to concur with his detailed observations of the pictorial 

plane of Boticelli's masterpiece (where we c乳nnotdiscern any wild weeds). By the same 

token， Watsuji， in one of the picture postcards he sent to his wife， observed that the pine 

trees in Italy took geometrical， cone shapes， and the Itali立ncypress grew vertically without 

being tended by gardeners.8う

These observations allowed him to draw a general conclusion as a dichotomy: he 

singles out the contrast between the European meadows caressed by mild breezes and the 

] apanese fields且ndmountains exposed 

to strong and violent monsoon winds. 

1his contrast not only accounts for the 

“tortured trunk of trees depicted in the 

huge screens of the Azuchi Momoyama 

安土桃山 period，"it also proves how 

乱rtificialand how deeply dependent 

on human labor is the natural-looking 

regularity of the alignment of ]apanese 

cypresses (hinoki槍 orhibaヒパ)in 

]apanese gardens. In contrast， Watsuji 

remarks th以 ina dimate like th抗 Figureう.Pine tree in Appia Street， with a ruin of water 

in Europe，“where nature does not 

manifest any ferocity， nature reveals 

itself in a rational form" (Figureう).86

bridge in the background. A picture postcard from rhe 
FormerWa臼ujiFamily Collection 

1his leads Watsuji to infer， on the one hand， that Western natural science is founded in 

a discovery of Regelmaj免許it(regularity) or rationality in Nature， which human beings are 

entit!ed to and summoned to conquer. Watsuji almost defines this Beruf (mission， in Max 

Weber's terminology) as “the product of meadow climateプOnthe other hand， however， 

the same remark induces、W乱ts吋ito deliver a complement立rythesis that involves “grasping 

the human structure of the monsoon area as obedient and passive，" since the humidity 

in climate there manifests the ferocity of nature as rainstorms and typhoons， which lie 

83 See Ide 1973， quoted in Wada et al. 2006， p. 263. 
84 Warsuji 193う(1943，1967)， p. 76. Many]apanese travelers have noted the "absence of weeds" in Europe. 

Starting from this striking observation， Dennitza Grabakova tries to reexamine unexplored possibilities of 
Watsuji's Fudo. The author is indebted to Gabrakova 2012. 

85 Watsuji 1977， vol. 2， pp. 210-11. 
86 Watsuji 1935 (1943， 1967)， p. 91. Cf. 197スvol.2， pp. 104-10ラ(Jan.2， 1928). Cf. pp. 108-109 (Jan. 8， 

1928)， p. 121 (Jan. 1う， 1928)
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beyond human control. 87 This contrast， despite seeming to be立 naIveclimatic determinism， 

also brings into relief the fundamental difference between Heidegger and Wats吋iin their 

philosophical conceptions. 

Heid巴ggerseeks to make necessary a distinction between Zuhandensein (readiness-

to-hand) and Vorhandensein (presence-at-hand) so as to elucidate the relation that Dasein 

or human being/human kind has with its environment.88 Watsuji s旦wnature in the West 

as an entity which may be controlled by human will and technology. In Heidegger's Zu戸

handenheit， a notion which calls to mind乱 disposabletoollike a hammer， Watsuji detected 

the same attitude toward the natural environment still remaining in the meadow-type 

climate・Incontrast， he perceived nature in the monsoon climate as something which defies 

human control. Dasein (gensonzai現存在)here is implicitly redefined as the entity exposed 

(口づistere)to the uncontrollable forces of nature. At the same time， Watsuji gives priority 

to“in-between-ness" as precedent to each individual persona， and tries to found human 

Sitt!ichkeit (ethics， jinrin人倫)on the st立teof Mitsein (kyosonzai共存在 orseken世間)in 

hum♀n existence・Watsujiexpounds: According to the Chinese expression， the human being 

is defined as ningen人間， literally meaning“between-humanη(to旦 certaindegree similar 

to the Hu蹴 出anInte仰 bjektivitaの.τheChi町 secharact巴rfor indic且tingthe principle of 

ethics ren 仁 (usuallytr乱nslatedas “benevolence" or“authoritative conduct") is composed 

of “human" and “two，" suggesting the origin of Sitt!ichkeit as residing in， and originating 

from， the state of Mitsein between two personae. 

However， as many have already pointed out， this approach to Mitsein inevitably 

drives Watsuji to the temptation of fusing the individual into an idealized community 

or sitt!iche Gem仰 schaft(ethical commun町， in contrast to a Gesellschaft established by 

a social contract)，ぉ inFerdinand Tるnnies'sclassic work. Watsuji in his system of ethics 

intentionally discards individual resistance against the moral obligation of belonging to this 

imaginary community-as wellぉ thequestion of alienation in Karl Marx.89 The danger of 

unconditional fusing with imperial rule in the gロiseof a nation-state remained subordin且ted

to Watsuji's ideological confrontation with other mainstr巴amwartime ultranationalists. 

Such are the crucial problems in可iX1atsuji'sethics， which Naoki Sak乱i，立mongothers， severely 

criticized from his own M立rxistviewpoint.90 

Here， let me limit myself to pointing out that this contrast between Zuhandensein and 

M山 einshows the basic gap which separates W注目吋ifrom Heidegger. While Heidegger put 

emphasis on the Zeit!ichkeit of the Dasein， Watsuji finds it more important to consider the 

Raumlichkeit of the climate.百lIsmethodological bifurcation of the two thinkers tautologi-

cally corresponds to their fudose人 touS巴Watsuji'sown terminology. Indeed， it also accounts 

for the fundame目 al“climatico-me旧 al"(同Qdoteki風土的)differe民 ebetween Wester 

87 Watsuji 193う(1943，1967)， p. 92 
88 Thc notion of “Zuhandensein" evokes human existence reduced to the state of a simple tool to be replaced 

at wiU by others. Dasein distinguishes itself from this degraded state of human existence. This leads to the 
discussion on Eigentlichkeit (authenticity) developed by Ernst Junger in opposition to the degradation of das 
M仰市防φllenheit，and particularly by Theodor Adorno in his Jargon der Eigentlichkeit (1964). This is of 
course an evidently unfair interpretation that Heidegger 口i口 toavoid andゐrbidsthe readers in philosophy 
to do. Pierre Bourdieu， however， detects in this interdiction the revelation of a forbidden truth. Bourdieu's 
reading of Heidegger understandably provoked hysteric reactions among scholars in Heidegger studies， 

precisely because it pointed out what should not be pointed out， and Bourdieu was highly aware of this 
strategy. 5ee Bourdieu 1982， pp. 170-205. 

89 Cf. WTZ， vol. 9， pp. 12ス162-64.WTZ hoi， vol. 1， pp. 378-79; vol. 2， pp. 91-10う.
90 5akai 1997， pp. 72-116; not口， pp. 201-20う‘
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metaphysics (a fusion of Greek， Christian and Mediterranean traditions， which privilege 

Dasein) and Eastern ningenga/w (as it appears as立Japanese-styleamalgam of Confucianism 

and Buddhism， built on the hidden template of Shinto ideology， which pays more 紅白ntion

to Mitsein)ア百lIsgap is all the more crucial as Wats吋itried to overcome it-despite his 

deterministic description of the climatic conditioning of cultures-by deliberately associaト

ing Japanese sentiment with ancient Greek logic. 

Conclusion 

1he last question we may ask in this context has to do with the intuitive attention to detail 

which brought Watsuji Tetsuro's eye close to Yashiro Yukio's叩 proachto Western art 

history. The question may be formulated as follows: Was this intuition regarding detail 

a manifestation of the monsoon type of dimatic-and-mental fudosei which they shared， 

or should it be interpreted rather旦sa“moment" of Zeitlichkeit accidentally reve立たd“111

contingency" by those two intellectuals who were to confront Western scholarship? To what 

ext巴ntwere their maritime travels to the West responsible for this parallel， of which Watsuji， 

幻 least，was not unaw旦re?

The year following the publication of Watsuji's F;βdo， Tak在hamaKyoshi， m且sterof 

haikai poetry， set sail to Europe by steamer together with the novelist Yokomitsu Riichi. 

On their way to Europe， p乳ssengersand crew tried to compose hail王aipoetry in在 dim丘te

(tropical， arid， and meadow) where traditional J叩anese“wordsfor seasons" (kigo季語)were 

completely irrelevant. 1t is commonly stated that hail王aipoetry instantaneously compresses 

the perception of the whole world within seventeen syllables. Poetic condensation cannot be 

achieved without picking up the most hidden details from the unexpectedly revealed aspect 

of N ature. And the poets share their poetic experience in the“'Mit-einander-sitzung" or the 

mutual session of their gathering and competition. One can easily see there the Japanese 

aes泌氏icconsciousness of Mitsein sublimated in conjunction with“seasonal words，" thereby 

fusing climate and 問問1state in a particl山rfudosei.92 Yet one must be fully aware of the 

danger of such an easy association. The idea of connecting Watslりi'sFudo with Yashiro 

Yukio's detail-enlarging-observation or Tak昌hamaKyoshi's h昌ikaipoetry composed on his 

w立Yto the West n乱turallyruns the risk of uncritically duplicating Watsuji's swift overlap-

ping way of thinking， which he put into practice in his Fudo. 

1t may be wise， therefore， to conclude by refraining from making any concluding 

rem乱rk.To what extent is it relevant to apply the idea of Zeitlichkeit and Raumlichkeit to the 

making ofWatsuji's Fudo itself? 1he question should be le丘open，so as not to be snagged by 

the shaky paradigm W;制 ujiproposed.91 However， the marginal reliability and the limited 

91 Again， the author llses the term“metaphysics" as Ohashi Ryosllke has indicated (Ohashi 2009， pp. 154ーラ7)

92 For Yokomitsll's itinerary and the details of the waka poem composition during his maritime voyage， see 
Kojima 2009， pp. 69-82. Takahama Kyoshi， the famolls haikai master， took the same ship to Europe， and 
made detailed observations. (See especially Takahama 1936， pp. 136-37.) On the poetical“topOS" of their 
experience， see Haga 2010， pp. 3ララ 96. 

93 Umesao elaborated his ecological view of civilizations in stiff opposition to Watsllji. The voglle of photo-
jOllrnalism represented by Natori y，凸nosllkemllst be taken into accollnt in this precise context. In fact， 

Natori's debllt as a photo-jollrnalist in Berlin coincided with 可Vatsllji'sstay in the same city， while Umesao's 
photo-doCllmentaries of field-work in the post-War period (both in nomadic areas and in SOllth East Asia) 
were Pllblished in the Asahi photo docllmentation series supetvised by Natori. Lack of space， however， 

prevenrs the author from developing the details of the iSSlle here 
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relevance ofWatslリi'sparadigm should now be clear. 1n this paper the author has tried to test 

the validity of Watsuji's method in his Fado， by using it as a blu巴printfor the examination 

of his own writing， including Fado itself. 1n the final analysis， it turns out that the cruci札

口氏ntof its validity has been made conspicuous through the application of the“homeopathic" 

(as against“allopathic") treatment that the present paper intentionally deployed_9<1 

Source of Figures 

Himeji Bung且kukan姫路文学館， ed. Futari noおrψ>pa:Tsuji Zen'nosuke to WみωゲiTetsuro 

二人のヨーロッパ:辻善之助と和辻哲郎.Himeji Bungakukan， 2001. 
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